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He stresses the initially gentle and peaceable behavior of Indians toward Europeans, especially given their
apparent lack of resistance to early colonial efforts at Europeanization. However, a small group of warriors
escape and make their way on foot to the Canadian border where Sitting Bull's Sioux take them in. Yet,
although new ideas about writing history entered the discipline, the old habit of disregarding Native
Americans and other minorities still prevailed. On the way, they stop at a creek called Wounded Knee, where
they bury their son's heart and bones. They are captured, along with other bands of Kiowas who have left the
reservation without permission; unable to decide which Kiowas should be held responsible, government
authorities order one of the less rebellious chiefs, Kicking Bird, to choose twenty-six of his own tribe for
imprisonment in Florida. They are to relocate to reserved Indian land at Bosque Redondo, where other tribes
such as the Mescalero Apaches have already been sent by force. Many human rights groups have criticized the
investigation and trial that resulted in Peltier's conviction and are attempting to secure a retrial or parole.
Undoubtedly, this was intellectual racism on the part of America, which has not been fully addressed. Though
whites often attempt to "civilize" Indians in the book, very little effort is made to incorporate them into
American society. The Northern Cheyennes fare poorly in the hot summer weather, and many become ill with
malaria. Ouray Ute leader who negotiated with the U. His advocacy, however, seemed centered on the fact
that with better soil, the Navahos could grow their own food thereby saving the U. Native scholars began
writing about the feelings of Indian people and about their opinions. The next morning, the soldiers take the
Indians' guns, axes, and knives; after giving up nearly all the weapons peacefully, a single Minneconjou
protests the loss of his gun. At the end of the slaughter, Brown notes, "One estimate placed the final total of
dead at very nearly three hundred of the original men, women, and children. Chief Joseph and his tribe
designated this agreement as the "thief treaty". The white people want to gain control of the land and force the
natives to relocate to another area. Until the s, mainstream society had refused to listen to, or to learn from,
Native Americans. This landmark bookâ€”which incorporated a number of eyewitness accounts and official
recordsâ€”offered a scathing indictment of the U. Ponca Chief Standing Bear was arrested along with other
chiefs for refusing to leave voluntarily. In , he is attacked for failing to follow proper procedures when
providing rations to Indian reservations, even though such action was necessary to prevent widespread
starvation. The Lakota were ultimately forced to sign a treaty in that further divided and limited their
reservation. After eighteen months of occupation, federal troops forced the group off the island. The borders
for their land, located in Nebraska, were already determined by treaty ten years earlier. Even though he is the
most well-known and beloved Indian in the country, Sitting Bull's true words are not heard.


